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ON THE SHRINKAGE BEHAVIOR OF PARTIAL LEAST SQUARES
REGRESSION
NICOLE KRÄMER
Abstrat. We present a formula for the shrinkage fators of the Partial Least Squares
regression estimator and dedue some of their properties, in partiular the known fat that
some of the fators are > 1. We investigate the eet of shrinkage fators for the Mean
Squared error of linear estimators and illustrate that we annot extend the results to nonlinear
estimators. In partiular, shrinkage fators > 1 do not automatially lead to a poorer Mean
Squared Error. We investigate empirially the eet of bounding the the absolute value of
the Partial Least Squares shrinkage fators by 1.
Keywords Partial Least Squares, shrinkage estimators
AMS lassiation 62J07, G2H99
1. Introdution
We investigate the shrinkage properties of the Partial Least Squares (PLS) regression esti-
mator. It is known (e.g. [2℄) that we an express the PLS estimator obtained after m steps in
the following way:
βˆ
(m)
PLS =
p∑
i=1
f (m)(λi) · zi ,
where zi is the omponent of the Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator along the ith prin-
ipal omponent of the ovariane matrix XtX and λi is the orresponding eigenvalue. The
quantities f (m)(λi) are alled shrinkage fators. We show that these fators are determined
by a tridiagonal matrix (whih depends on the inputoutput matrix (X, y)) and an be alu-
lated in a reursive way. Combining the results of [1℄ and [9℄, we give a simpler and learer
proof of the shape of the shrinkage fators of PLS and derive some of their properties. In par-
tiular, we show that some of the values f (m)(λi) are greater than 1 (this was rst proved in [1℄).
We argue that these "peuliar shrinkage properties" [1℄ do not neessarily imply that the
Mean Squared Error (MSE) of the PLS estimator is worse ompared to the MSE of the OLS
estimator: In the ase of deterministi shrinkage fators, i.e. fators that do not depend on
the output y, any value
∣∣f (m) (λi)∣∣ > 1 is of ourse undesirable. But in the ase of PLS, the
shrinkage fators are stohasti  they also depend on y . Even if P
(∣∣f (m) (λi)∣∣ > 1) = 1 we
annot onlude that the MSE is worse than the MSE of the OLS estimator. In partiular,
bounding the absolute value of the shrinkage fator by 1 does not automatially yield a lower
MSE, in disagreement to what was onjetured in e.g. [2℄.
Having issued this warning, we explore whether bounding the shrinkage fators leads to a
lower MSE or not. It is very diult to derive theoretial results, as the quantities of interest -
βˆ
(m)
PLS and f
(m)(λi) respetively - depend on y in a ompliated, nonlinear way. As a substitute,
we study the problem on several artiial data sets and one real world example. It turns out
that in most ases the MSE of the bounded version of PLS is indeed smaller than the one of
PLS, although the improvement is tiny.
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The paper is organized as follows: In setion 2 we introdue the notation and in setion 3 we
reall some propertie of Krylov spaes. In setion 4 we dene the PLS estimator and in setion
5 we provide mathematial results that are needed in the rest of the paper. After explaining the
notion of shrinkage in setion 6 we derive the formulas for the PLS shrinkage fators in setion
7 and derive some of their properties. In setion 8, we report on the results of the experiments.
The paper ends with a onlusion.
2. Preliminaries
We onsider the multivariate linear regression model
y = Xβ + ε(1)
with
Cov (y) = σ2 · Id .
The numbers of variables is p, the number of examples is n . For simpliity, we assume that X
and y are saled to have zero mean, so we do not have to worry about interepts. We have
X ∈ Rn×p ,
A := XtX ∈ Rp×p ,
y ∈ Rn ,
b := Xty ∈ Rp .
We set p∗ = rk (A) = rk (X). The singular value deomposition of X is of the form
X = V ΣU t
with
V ∈ Rn×p
Σ = diag
(√
λ1, . . . ,
√
λp
)
∈ Rp×p ,
U ∈ Rp×p .
We have U tU = Idp and V
tV = Idp.
Set Λ = Σ2 . The eigendeomposition of A is
A = UΛU t =
p∑
i=1
λiuiu
t
i .
The eigenvalues λi of A (and any other matrix) are ordered in the following way:
λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λp ≥ 0 .
The Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix M is denoted by M−.
The Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimator βˆOLS is the solution of the optimization prob-
lem
argmin
β
‖y −Xβ‖ .
Set
t = ΣV ty .(2)
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The OLS estimator is given by the formula
βˆOLS =
(
XtX
)−
Xty
= UΛ−U tUΣV ty
= UΛ−t
=
p∗∑
i=1
vtiy√
λi
ui .
Set
zi =
vtiy√
λi
ui .
Finally, we need a result on the shape of the Moore-Penrose inverse of a symmetri matrix.
Proposition 1. Let B ∈ Rm×m be a symmetri matrix with eigendeomposition
B = SΛSt ,
with eigenvalues λi. Set
fB(λ) = 1−
∏
λi 6=0
(
1− λ
λi
)
.
As fB(0) = 0 we an write
fB(λ) = λ · piB(λ) .
Then
B− = piB(B) .
Proof. The four properties that we have to hek are
(1) (BB−)t = BB− ,
(2) (B−B)t = B−B ,
(3) BB−B = B ,
(4) B−BB− = B− .
As B is symmetri, the polynomial piB(B) is symmetri as well, whih proves the rst two
onditions. Next note that it sues to prove the and properties 3 and 4 for the diagonal
matrix
Λ = diag (λ1, . . . , λk, 0 . . . , 0)
with k = rk(B). This is true as
B− =
(
SΛSt
)−
= SΛ−St .
We have
Λ− = diag
(
λ−11 , . . . , λ
−1
k , 0 . . . , 0
)
.
The third property of the Moore-Penrose inverse is Λ = ΛΛ−Λ whih is equivalent to λi =
λipiB(λi)λi whih is obviously true. The fourth property follows as easily. 
Remark 2. The degree of the polynomial piB is rk(B)− 1 . The proposition is valid no matter
if we ount the non-zero eigenvalues with or without multipliities. We ount the eigenvalues
with multipliities in order to onnet the polynomial to the harateristial polynomial in the
regular ase: If B is a regular matrix, piB is linked to the harateritial polynomial χB in the
following way:
λ · piB(λ) = 1
χB(0)
χB(λ) + 1 .
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3. Krylov spaes
Set
K(m) :=
(
A0b, Ab, . . . , Am−1b
) ∈ Rp×m .
The olumns of K(m) are alled the Krylov sequene of A and b.
The spae spanned by the olumns of K(m) is alled the Krylov spae of A and b and denoted
by K(m). We reall some basi fats on the dimension of the Krylov spae that are needed in
the rest of the paper. Set
M := {λi|ti 6= 0}
( the vetor t is dened in (2)) and
m∗ := |M| .
Lemma 3. We have
dimK(m∗) = m∗ .
Proof. Suppose that
m∗−1∑
j=0
γjA
jb = 0
for some γ0, . . . , γm∗−1 ∈ R. Using the eigendeompostion of A this equation is equivalent to
U

m∗−1∑
j=0
γjΛ
jt

 = 0
As U is an invertible matrix, this is equivalent to
m∗−1∑
j=0
γjλ
j
i ti = 0
for i = 1, . . . , p. Hene, eah element λi ∈ M is a zero of the polynomial
m∗−1∑
j=0
γjλ
j .
This is a polynomial of degree ≤ m∗−1 . as it has m∗ = |M| dierent zeroes, it must be trivial,
i.e. γj = 0. 
Lemma 4. If m > m∗ we have dimK(m) = m∗ .
Proof. It is lear that dimK(m) ≥ m∗ as K(m∗) ⊂ K(m) . Assume that there is a set S of m∗+1
linear independent vetors in the Krylov sequene K(m). Set
I = {i ∈ {1, . . .m}|Ai−1b ∈ S} .
Hene |I| = m∗ + 1. The ondition that S is linear independent is equivalent to the following:
There is no nontrivial polynomial
g(λ) =
∑
i∈I
γiλ
i
suh that
g (λi) = 0(3)
for λi ∈ M. As the polynomial g is of degree |I| = m∗ + 1 and |M| = m∗, there is always a
nontrivial solution of equation (3). 
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We sum up the two results:
Proposition 5. We have
dimK(m) =
{
m m ≤ m∗
m∗ m > m∗
.
In partiular
dimK(m∗) = dimK(m∗+1) = . . . = dimK(p) = m∗ .(4)
4. Partial Least Squares
It is not our aim to give an introdution to the Partial Least Squares (PLS) method and
refer to [5℄. We take a purely algebrai point of view as in [4℄. The PLS estimator βˆ
(m)
PLS is the
solution of the onstrained minimization problem
argmin
β
‖y −Xβ‖
s.t. β ∈ K(m) .
We all m the number of steps of PLS. It follows that any solution of this problem is of the
form βˆ = K(m)zˆ where zˆ is the solution of the unonstrained problem
argmin
z
‖y −XK(m)z‖ .
Plugging this into the formula for the OLS estimator (f. setion 2) we get
Proposition 6 ([4℄). The PLS estimator obtained after m steps an be expressed in the following
way:
βˆ
(m)
PLS = K
(m)
[(
K(m)
)t
AK(m)
]− (
K(m)
)t
b .(5)
It should be lear that we an replae the matrix K(m) in equation (5) by any matrix W (m),
as long as its olumns span the spae K(m). In fat, in the NIPALS algorithm (see [4℄), an
orthogonal basis of K(m) is alulated with the help of the Gram-Shmidt proedure. Denote
by
W (m) = (w1, . . . , wm)(6)
this orthogonal basis of K(m). Of ourse, this basis only exists if dim(K(m)) = m, whih might
not be true for all m ≤ p. The maximal number for whih this holds is m∗ (see proposition 5).
Note however that
K(m∗−1) ⊂ K(m∗ = K(m∗+1) = . . . = K(p)
(see (4)) and the solution of the optimization problem does not hange anymore. Hene for the
rest of the paper, we make the assumption that
dimK(m) = m.(7)
Remark 7. We have
βˆ
(m∗)
PLS = βˆOLS .
Proof. We show that βˆOLS ∈ K(m∗). By denition
βˆOLS = UΛ
−t
1
= UpiΛ(Λ)t .
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with degpiΛ = p
∗ − 1 (reall that p∗ is the rank of A). On the other hand, any vetor v ∈ Rp∗
lies in K(p∗) if and only if there is a polynomial g of degree ≤ p∗ − 1 suh that
v = g(A)b
= g
(
UΛU t
)
Ut
= Ug(Λ)t .
It follows that βˆOLS ∈ K(p∗). As p∗ ≥ m∗ we have K(p∗) = K(m∗) . 
Set
T (m) =
(
W (m)
)t
AW (m) ∈ Rm×m ,
where W (m) is as dened in equation (6).
Proposition 8. The matrix T (m) is symmetri and positive semidenite. Furthermore T (m)
is tridiagonal, i.e tij = 0 for |i− j| ≥ 2.
Proof. The rst two statements are obvious. Let i ≤ j − 2. As wi ∈ K(i) , the vetor Awi lies
in the subspae K(i+1). As j > i+ 1, the vetor wj is orthogonal on K(i+1), in other words
tji = 〈wj , Awi〉 = 0 .
As T (m) is symmetri, we also have tij = 0 whih proves the assertion. 
We will see in setion 7 that the matries T (m) and their eigenvalues determine the shrinkage
fators of the PLS estimator. To prove this, we list some properties of T (m) in teh following
setions.
5. Tridiagonal matries
Denition 9. A symmetri tridiagonal matrix T is alled unredued if all subdiagonal entries
are non-zero, i.e ti,i+1 6= 0 for all i.
Theorem 10 ([8℄). All eigenvalues of an unredued matrix are distint.
Set
T (m) =


a1 b1 0 . . . 0
b1 a2 b2 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . .
.
.
.
0 0 . . . am−1 bm−1
0 0 . . . bm−1 am

 .
Proposition 11. If dimK(m) = m, the matrix T (m) is unredued. More preisely bi > 0 for
all i ∈ {1, . . . ,m− 1} .
Proof. Set vi = A
i−1b and denote by w1, . . . , wm the basis obtained by Gram-Shmidt. Its
existene is guaranteed as we assume that dimK(m) = m. For simpliity of notation, we
assume that the vetors wi are not normalized to have length 1. By denition
wi = vi −
i−1∑
k=1
〈vi, wk〉
〈wk, wk〉 · wk .(8)
As the vetors wi are pairwisse orthogonal, It follows that
〈wi, vi〉 = 〈v1, vi〉 > 0 .
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We onlude that
bi = 〈wi, Awi−1〉
(8)
=
〈
wi, A ·
(
vi−1 −
i−2∑
k−1
〈vi−1, wk〉
〈wk, wk〉 · wk
)〉
Avi−1=vi
= 〈wi, vi〉 −
i−2∑
k=1
〈vi−1, wk〉
〈wk, wk〉 〈wi, Awk〉
(8)
= 〈wi, vi〉
(9)
= 〈vi, vi〉 > 0

Note that the matrix T (m−1) is obtained from T (m) by deleting the last olumn and row of
T (m). It follows that we an give a reursive formula for the harateristial polynomials
χ(m) := χT (m)
of T (m). We have
χ(m) (λ) = (am − λ) · χ(m−1)(λ)− b2m−1χ(m−2)(λ)(9)
and χ(1)(X) = a1 −X .
We want to dedue properties of the eigenvalues of T (m) and A and explore their relationship.
Denote the eigenvalues of T (m) by
µ
(m)
1 > . . . > µ
(m)
m ≥ 0 .(10)
Remark 12. All eigenvalues of T (m
∗)
are eigenvalues of A.
Proof. First note that
A|K(m∗) : K(m
∗) −→ K(m∗+1) 5= K(m∗) .
As the olumns of the matrix W (m
∗)
form an orthonormal basis of K(m∗) ,
T (m
∗) =
(
W (m
∗)
)t
AW (m
∗)
is the matrix that represents A|K(m∗) with repet to this basis. As any eigenvalue of A|K(m∗) is
obviously an eigenvalue of A, the proof is omplete 
The following theorem is a speial form of the Cauhy Interlae Theorem. In this version,
we use a general result from [8℄ and exploit the tridiagonal struture of T (m).
Theorem 13. Eah interval [
µ
(m)
m−j , µ
(m)
m−(j+1)
]
(j = 0, . . . ,m − 2) ontains a dierent eigenvalue of T (m+k)) (k ≥ 1). In addition, there is a
dierent eigenvalue of T (m+k) outside the open interval (µ
(m)
m , µ
(m)
1 ) .
This theorems ensures in partiular that there is a dierent eigenvalue of A in the interval[
µ
(m)
k , µ
(m)
k−1
]
. Theorem 13 holds independently of assumption (7).
Proof. By denition, for k ≥ 1
T (m+k) =

T (m−1) tt 0t am ∗
0 ∗ ∗

 .
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Here t = (0, . . . , 0, bm−1), so
T (m) =
(
T (m−1) tt
t am
)
.
An appliation of Theorem 10.4.1 in [8℄ gives the desired result. 
Lemma 14. If T (m) is unredued, the eigenvalues of T (m) and the eigenvalues of T (m−1) are
distint.
Proof. Suppose the two matries have a ommon eigenvalue λ. It follows from (9) and the fat
that T (m) is unredued that λ is an eigenvalue of T (m−2). Repeating this, we dedue that a1 is
an eigenvalue of T (2), a ontradition, as
0 = χ(2)(a1) = −b21 .

Remark 15. In general it is not true that T (m) and a submatrix T (k) have distint eigenvalues.
Consider the ase where ai = c for all i. Using equation (9) we onlude that c is an eigenvalue
for all submatries with m odd.
Proposition 16. If dimK(m) = m, we have det (T (m−1)) 6= 0.
Proof. T (m) is positive semidenite , hene all eigenvalues of T (m) are ≥ 0. In other words,
det
(
T (m−1)
) 6= 0 if and only if its smallest eigenvalue µ(m−1)m−1 is > 0. Using Theorem 13 we
have
µ(m)m ≥ µ(m−1)m−1 ≥ 0 .
As dimK(m) = m, the matrix T (m) is unredued, whih implies that T (m) and T (m−1) have
no ommon eigenvalues (see 14). We an therefore replae the rst ≥ by >, i.e. the smallest
eigenvalue of T (m−1) is > 0. 
In general, it is not true that det
(
T (m)
) 6= 0. An easy example is
A =
(
2 0
0 0
)
, b =
(
1
1
)
.
We have
K(2)(A, b) = (b, Ab)
=
(
1 2
1 0
)
,
i.e. dimK(2) = 2. On the other hand
det
(
T (2)
)
= det
(
1 1
1 1
)
= 0 .
It is well known that the matries T (m) are losely related to the so-alled Rayleigh-Ritz
proedure, a method that is used to approximate eigenvalues. For details onsult e.g. [8℄.
6. What is shrinkage?
We have presented two estimators for the regression parameter β  OLS and PLS  whih
also dene estimators for Xβ via
yˆ• = X · βˆ• .
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One possibility to evaluate the quality of an estimator is to determine its Mean Squared Error
(MSE). In general, the MSE of an estimator θˆ for a vetor-valued parameter θ is dened as
MSE
(
θˆ
)
= E
[
trae
(
θˆ − θ
)(
θˆ − θ
)t]
= E
[(
θˆ − θ
)t (
θˆ − θ
)]
=
(
E
[
θˆ
]
− θ
)t (
E
[
θˆ
]
− θ
)
+ E
[(
θˆt − E
[
θˆ
])t (
θˆt − E
[
θˆ
])]
.
This is the well-known bias-variane deomposition of the MSE. The rst part is the squared
bias and the seond part is the variane term.
We start by investigating the lass of linear estimators, i.e. estimators that are of the form
θˆ = Sy for some matrix S that does not depend on y. The OLS estimators are linear:
βˆOLS =
(
XtX
)−
Xty := S1y
yˆOLS = X ·
(
XtX
)−
Xty := S2y .
S2 is the projetion PL(X) onto the spae that is spanned by the olumns of X .
Reall the regression model (1).
Proposition 17. Let θˆ = Sy be a linear estimator. We have
E
[
θˆ
]
= SXβ
var
[
θˆ
]
= σ2tr
(
SSt
)
.
The estimator yˆOLS is unbiased as
E [yˆOLS] = S2Xβ
= PL(X)Xβ
= Xβ .
The estimator βˆOLS is only unbiased if β ∈ range (XtX)− :
E
[
βˆOLS
]
= E
[(
XtX
)−
Xty
]
=
(
XtX
)−
XtE [y]
=
(
XtX
)−
XtXβ
= β .
Let us now have a loser look at the variane term.
For βˆOLS we have
S1S
t
1 =
(
XtX
)−
XtX
(
XtX
)−
=
(
XtX
)−
= UΛ−U t ,
hene
var
(
βˆOLS
)
= σ2 ·
p∗∑
i=1
1
λi
.(11)
Next note that S2 is the operator that projets on the spae spanned by the olumns of X . It
follows that tr(S2S
t
2) = rk(X) = p
∗
and that
var (yˆOLS) = σ
2 · p∗ .
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We onlude that the MSE of the estimator βˆOLS depends on the eigenvalues λ1, . . . , λp∗ of
A = XtX . Small eigenvalues of A orrespond to diretions in X that have very low variane.
Equation (11) shows that if some eigenvalues are small, the variane of βˆOLS is very high, whih
leads to a high MSE.
One possibility to (hopefully) derease the MSE is to modify the OLS estimator by shrinking
the diretions of the OLS estimator that are responsible for a high variane. This of ourse
introdues bias. We shrink the OLS estimator in the hope that the inrease in bias is small
ompared to the derease in variane.
In general, a shrinkage estimator for β is of the form
βˆshr =
p∗∑
i=1
f(λi) · zi ,
where f is some real-valued funtion. The values f(λi) are alled shrinkage fators.
Examples are
• Prinipal Component Regression
f(λi) =
{
1 ith prinipal omponent inluded
0 otherwise
and
• Ridge Regression
f(λi) =
λi
λi + λ
where λ > 0 is the Ridge parameter.
We will see in setion 7 that PLS is a shrinkage estimator as well. It will turn out that the
shrinkage behavior of PLS regression is rather ompliated.
Let us investigate in whih way the MSE of the estimator is inuened by the shrinkage
fators. If the shrinkage estimators are linear, i.e. the shrinkage fators do not depend on y,
this is an easy task. Let us rst write the shrinkage estimator in matrix notation. We have
βˆshr = Sshr,1y
= UΣ−DshrV ty .
The diagonal matrix Dshr has entries f(λi). The shrinkage estimator for y is
yˆshr = Sshr,2y
= V ΣΣ−DshrV t .
We alulate the variane of these estimators.
tr
(
Sshr,1S
t
shr,1
)
= tr
(
UΣ−DshrΣ−DshrU t
)
= trae
(
Σ−DfΣ−Df
)
=
p∗∑
i=1
(f((λi))
2
λi
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and
tr
(
Sshr,2S
t
shr,2
)
= tr
(
V ΣΣ−DshrΣΣ−DshrV t
)
= tr
(
ΣΣ−DshrΣΣ−Dshr
)
=
p∗∑
i=1
(f((λi))
2
.
Next, we alulate the bias of the two shrinkage estimators. We have
E [Sshr,1y] = Sshr,1Xβ
= UΣDshrΣ
−U tβ .
It follows that
bias
2
(
βˆshr
)
= (E [Sshr,1y]− β)t (E [Sshr,1y]− β)
=
(
U tβ
)t (
ΣDfΣ
− − Id)t (ΣDfΣ− − Id) (U tβ)
=
p∗∑
i=1
(f(λi)− 1)2
(
utiβ
)2
.
Replaing Sshr,1 by Sshr,2 it is as easy to show that
bias
2 (yˆshr) =
p∑
i=1
λi (f(λi)− 1)2
(
utiβ
)2
.
Theorem 18. For the shrinkge estimator βˆshr and yˆshr dened above we have
MSE
(
βˆshr
)
=
p∗∑
i=1
(f(λi)− 1)2
(
utiβ
)2
+ σ2
p∗∑
i=1
(f (λi))
2
λi
MSE (yˆshr) =
p∗∑
i=1
λi (f(λi)− 1)2
(
utiβ
)2
+ σ2
p∗∑
i=1
(f (λi))
2
.
If the shrinkage fators are deterministi, i.e. they do not depend on y, any value f(λi) 6= 1
inreases the bias. Values |f(λi)| < 1 derease the variane, whereas values |f(λi)| > 1 inrease
the variane. Hene an absolute value > 1 is always undesirable. The situation is ompletely
dierent for stohasti shrinkage fators. We will disuss this in the following setion.
Note that there is a dierent notion of shrinkage, namely that the l2- norm of an estimator
is smaller than the l2-norm of the OLS estimator. Why is this a desirable property? Let us
again onsider the ase of linear estimators. Set βˆi = Siy for i = 1, 2. We have
‖βi‖22 = ytStiSiy .
The property that for all y ∈ Rn
‖β1‖2 ≤ ‖β2‖2
is equivalent to the ondition that
St1S1 − St2S2
is negative semidenite. The trae of negative semidenite matries is ≤ 0. Furthermore
trae (StiSi) = trae (SiS
t
i ), so we onlude that
var
(
βˆ1
)
≤ var
(
βˆ2
)
.
It is known (see [3℄) that
‖βˆ(1)PLS‖1 ≤ ‖βˆ(2)PLS‖2 ≤ . . . ≤ ‖βˆ(m
∗)
PLS ‖2 = ‖βˆOLS‖2 .
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7. The shrinkage fators of PLS
In this setion, we give a simpler and learer proof of the shape of the shrinkage fators of
PLS. Basially, we ombine the results of [1℄ and [9℄. It turns out that some of the fators
f (m)(λi) are greater than 1. We try to explain why these "peuliar shrinkage properties" do
not neessarily imply that the MSE of the PLS estimator is inreased.
Denote by pi(m) the polynomial assoiated to T (m) that was dened in proposition 1, i.e.
pi(m)
(
T (m)
)
= piT (m)
(
T (m)
)
=
(
T (m)
)−
.
Reall that the eigenvalues of T (m) are denoted by µ
(m)
m . It follows that
f (m)(λ) := λ · pi(m)(λ) = 1−
m∏
i=1
(
1− λ
µ
(m)
i
)
.(12)
By denition of PLS, βˆ
(m)
PLS ∈ K(m) hene there is a polynomial pi of degree ≤ m − 1 with
βˆ
(m)
PLS = pi(A)b.
Proposition 19 ([9℄). Suppose that dimK(m) = m. We have
βˆ
(m)
PLS = pi
(m)(A) · b .
Proof ([9℄). By proposition 1,
(
T (m)
)−
= pi(m)
(
T (m)
)
.
We plug this into equation (5) and obtain
βˆ
(m)
PLS = W
(m)pi(m)
((
W (m)
)t
AW (m)
)(
W (m)
)t
b .
Reall that the olumns of W (m) form an orthonormal basis of K(m)(A, b). It follows that
W (m)
(
W (m)
)t
is the operator that projets on the spae K(m)(A, b). In partiular
W (m)
(
W (m)
)t
Ajb = Ajb
for j = 1, . . . ,m− 1. This implies that
βˆ
(m)
PLS = pi
(m)(A) · b .

Corollary 20 ([9℄). Suppose that dimK(m) = m. If we denote by zi the omponent of βˆOLS
along the ith eigenvetor of A then
βˆ
(m)
PLS =
p∗∑
i=1
f (m)(λi) · zi ,
where f (m) is the polynomial dened in (12).
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Proof. ([9℄) This follows immediately from the proposition above. We have
βˆ
(m)
PLS = pi
(m)(A)b
= Upi(m)(Λ)ΣV ty
=
p∗∑
i=1
pi(m)(λi)
√
λi(vi)
tyui
=
p∑
i=1
pi(m)(λi)λi
1√
λi
(vtiy)ui
(12)
=
p∑
i=1
f (m)(λi)zi .

We now show that some of the shrinkage fators of PLS are 6= 1 .
Theorem 21 ([1℄). For eah m ≤ m∗ − 1, we an deompose the interval [λp, λi] into m + 1
disjoint intervals
1
I1 ≤ I2 ≤ . . . ≤ Im+1
suh that
f (m) (λi)
{
≤ 1 λi ∈ Ij and j odd
≥ 1 λi ∈ Ij and j even
.
Proof. Set g(m) = 1−f (m). It follows from equation (12) that the zero's of g(m) are µ(m)m , . . . , µ(m)1 .
As T (m) is unredued, all eigenvalues are distint. Set µ
(m)
0 = λ1 and µ
(m)
m+1 = λp. Dene
Ij =]µ
(m)
i , µ
(m)
i+1 [ for j = 0, . . . ,m . By denition, g
(m)(0) = 1. Hene g(m) is non-negative on
the intervals Ij if j is odd and g
(m)
is non-positive on the intervals Ij if j is even. It follows
from Theorem 13 that all interval Ij ontain at least one eigenvalue λi of A . 
In general it is not true that f (m)(λi) 6= 1 for all λi and m = 1, . . . ,m∗ . Using the example
in remark 15 and the fat that
f (m)(λi) = 1
is equivalent to the ondition that λi is an eigenvalue of T
(m)
, it is easy to onstrut a oun-
terexample. Using some of the results of setion 5, we an however dedue that some fators
are indeed 6= 1. As all eigenvalues of T (m∗−1) and T (m∗) are distint (.f. proposition 14), we
see that f (m
∗−1)(λi) 6= 1 for all i. In partiular
f (m
∗−1)(λ1)
{
< 1 m∗ even
> 1 m∗ odd
.
More generally, using proposition 14, we onlude that f (m−1) (λi) and f (m) (λi) is not possible.
In pratie  i.e. alulated on a data set  the fators seem to be 6= 1 all of the time.
Furthermore
0 ≤ f (m)(λp) < 1 .
To proove this, we set g(m) = 1 − f (m). We have by denition g(m)(0) = 1. Furthermore, the
smallest positive zero of g(m) is µ
(m)
m and it follows from Theorem 13 and proposition 14 that
λp < µ
(m)
m . Hene g
(m)(λp) ∈]0, 1].
1
We say that Ij ≤ Ik if sup Ij ≤ inf Ik .
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Using Theorem 13, more preisely
λp ≤ µ(m)i ≤ λi
it is possible to bound the terms
1− λi
µ
(m)
i
.
From this we an derive bounds on the shrinkage fators. We will not pursue this further,
readers who are interested in the bounds should onsult [6℄. Instead, we have a loser look at
the MSE of the PLS estimator.
In setion 6 we showed that a value |f (m)(λi)| > 1 is not desirable, as the variane of the
estimator inreases. Note however, that in the ase of PLS, the fators f (m)(λi) are stohasti;
they depend on y - in a nonlinear way. For βˆ
(m)
PLS we have the following situation: If we set
Z = f (m)(λi) and W =
(vi)
ty√
λi
, we have to ompare
var(Z ·W ) to var(W ) .
Note that the RHS is not neessarily smaller than the LHS, even if P (Z > 1) = 1. An easy
ounterexample is Z = 1
W
 the LHS is 0.
Among others, [2℄ proposed to bound the shrinkage fators of the PLS estimator in the
following way. Set
f˜ (m)(λi) =


+1 f (m)(λi) > +1
−1 f (m)(λi) < −1
f (m)(λi) otherwise
and dene a new estimator:
βˆ
(m)
BOUND :=
p∑
i=1
f˜ (m)(λi)zi .(13)
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If the shrinkage fators are numbers, this will improve the MSE (f. setion 6). But in the
ase of stohasti shrinkage fators, the situation is ompletely unlear. Consider again the
example Z = 1
W
. Set
Z˜ =


+1 Z > 1
−1 Z < −1
Z otherwise
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In this ase
0 = var(Z ·W ) < var(Z˜ ·W )
so it is not lear whether the modied estimator BOUND leads to a lower MSE, whih was
onjetured in e.g. [2℄.
The above example (involvingW and Z) is of ourse purely artiial. It is not lear whether
the shrinkage fators behave this way. It is hard if not infeasable to derive statistial properties
of the PLS estimator or its shrinkage fators, as they depend on y in a ompliated, nonlinear
way. As an alternative, we ompare the two dierent estimators on dierent data.
8. Experiments
In this setion, we explore the dierene between the methods PLS and BOUND. We inves-
tigate three artiial datasets and one real world example. In all examples, we resale X and
y to have zero mean and unit variane.
Let us start with the artiial datasets. Of ourse, artiial datasets do not reet many
real world situations, but we have the advantage that we know the true regression oeient β
and that we have an unlimited amount of examples at hand. We an estimate the MSE of any
of the four estimators: For k = 1, . . . ,K we generate a sample y and alulate the estimator
θˆk. We dene
M̂SE(θˆ) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
(
θˆk − θ
)t (
θˆk − θ
)
.
For all examples, we hoose K = 200 .
First example. In our rst example we generate n = 30 examples in the following way:
The input data is the realistion of a p = 10 dimensional normally distributed variable with
expetation 0 ∈ Rp and ovariane matrix Σ ∈ Rp×p dened as
Σij =
{
1.5 i = j
1 i 6= j .
The regression oeient β is the random permutation of (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, z1, . . . , z5) with zi ∼
N(2, 22).
Next we determine the variane of the error term. We do this by onsidering several signal-
to-noise-ratios (stnr). This quantity is dened as
stnr =
var(Xβ)
var(ε)
.
We set stnr = 1, 4, 16 and determine the orresponding value of σ . We generate K = 200
samples y and alulate the four estimators.
The following gures show the estimated MSE for β and Xβ respetively. The solid lines
with the •'s orrespond to PLS. the lines with the +'s orrespond to BOUND.
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Figure 1. First example: Comparison of PLS and BOUND (stnr = 1)
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Figure 2. First example: Comparison of PLS and BOUND (stnr = 4)
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Figure 3. First example: Comparison of PLS and BOUND (stnr = 16)
We see that BOUND is better in all ases, although the improvement is not dramati. We
should remark that both method pik the same (optimal) number of steps most of the times.
The dierene between the two methods is espeially tiny (but non-zero) in the rst step. We
do not have an explanation for this phenomenon. The MSE is the same for the last step m = 10
as in this ase
βˆ
(m)
PLS = βˆ
(m)
BOUND = βˆOLS .
Seond example. In this example, we generate n = 40 examples. The input data is the
realisation of a p = 20 dimensional random variable with distribution N(0,Σ). The ovariane
matrix is dened as in the rst example (with p = 10 replaed by p = 20). Again, the oef-
ients of β are a random permutation (0, . . . , 0, z1, . . . , z10) with zi ∼ N(2, 22) . We onsider
the signal-to-noise-ratios 1, 4, 16 .
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Figure 4. Seond example: Comparison of PLS and BOUND (stnr = 1)
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Figure 5. Seond example: Comparison of PLS and BOUND (stnr = 4)
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Figure 6. Seond example: Comparison of PLS and BOUND (stnr = 16)
The results are qualitatively the same as those from the rst example. BOUND is better all
of the times, the optimal number of steps are the same for both methods.
Third example. The input data is generated as in the seond example, in partiular, we have
p = 20 . This time, we only generate n = 10 examples. The oeients of the regression vetor
β are realizations of a N(2, 22) distibuted random variable. We investigate the signal-to-noise-
ratios 1, 4, 16 . As we have more variables than examples, we do not investigate estimators for
β : Dierent vetors β1 6= β2 an lead to Xβ1 = Xβ2, so it does not make sense to determine
the bias of an estimator for β . Instead, we only show the gures for yˆPLS and yˆBOUND.
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Figure 7. Third example: Comparison of PLS and BOUND (stnr = 1)
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Figure 8. Third example: Comparison of PLS and BOUND (stnr = 4)
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Figure 9. Third example: Comparison of PLS and BOUND (stnr = 16)
Again, the estimated MSE of BOUND is lower than the estimated MSE of PLS.
Fourth example. This example is taken from [7℄. A survey investigated the degree of job sat-
isfation of the employees of a ompany. The employees lled in a questionnaire that onsisted
of p = 26 questions regarding their work environment and one question (the response variable)
regarding the degree to whih they are satised with their job. The answers of the employees
were summerized for eah of the n = 34 departments of the ompany.
We ompare the two methods PLS and BOUND on this data set. For eah m = 1, . . . 26 we
determine the 10fold rossvalidation error.
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Figure 10. Left: 10fold rossvalidation error. Right: 10fold rossvalidation
error for the rst 6 omponents
The method BOUND is slightly better than PLS on this data set: The v error for the
optimal number of omponents (whih is mopt = 2) is 0.2698 for BOUND and 0.2747 for PLS.
It is remarkable that in this example the v error of BOUND exeeds the v error of PLS in
some ases. It is not lear if this is due to the small number of examples (whih makes the
estimation unpreise) or if this an also happen "in theory".
9. Conlusion
This paper onsists of two parts. In the rst part, we gave alternative and hopefully learer
proofs of the shrinkage fators of PLS. In partiular, we derived the fat that some of the shri-
nakge fators are > 1. We explained in detail that this would lead to an unneessarily high MSE
if PLS was a linear estimator. This is however not the ase and we emphasized that bound-
ing the absolute value of the shrinkage fators by 1 does not automatially lead to a lower MSE.
In the seond part, we investigated the problem numerially. Experiments on simulated and
real world data showed that it might be better to adjust the shrinkage fators so that their
absolute value is ≤ 1 - a method that we alled BOUND. The dierene between BOUND and
PLS was not dramati however. Besides, the sale of the experiments was of ourse way too
small, so it would be light-headed if we onluded that we should always use BOUND instead
of PLS.
Nevertheless, the experiments show that it is worth exploring the method BOUND in more
detail. One drawbak of this method is that we have to adjust the shrinkage fators "by hand".
If bounding the shrinkage fators tends to lead to better results, we might modify the original
optimization problem of PLS suh that the shrinkage fators of the solution are bounded. We
might modfy A and b to obtain a dierent Krylov spae or replae K(m) by a dierent set of
feasible solutions.
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